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Propor%onality of warming to cumula%ve CO2: 
does it have limits, and if so, what are they?

Ma#hews et al., 2020

IPCC AR6, fig. SPM.10

Perhaps most importantly, does the rela2onship hold under net-nega2ve CO2 emissions? 



Comparing two long-term scenarios: very-
high emissions, and peak-and-overshoot

All unlabeled figures in talk are in revisions manuscript in review at h8ps://doi.org/10.5194/esd-2021-23



Land and ocean carbon fluxes: land switches from 
sink to source under both scenarios, ocean follows 
emissions and switches to source during 
overshoot period



Looking regionally, models disagree on the timing, 
location, and strength of feedbacks over land, 
particularly under high very-high emissions scenario. 



For ocean, models agree on /ming and loca/on, only 
some disagreement on magnitude of feedbacks.



Comparing the veg and soil carbon responses, again wide 
disagreement on 6ming, loca6on, magnitude and veg/soil split, 
but also whether feedbacks are reversible a;er overshoot.



Comparing the veg and soil carbon responses under very high 
emissions, all models agree that high la7tudes gain veg. 
carbon, but disagree on much else.



Maps of integrated carbon change show that there are also key 
longitudinal differences, e.g. that Amazon tends to show earlier 
vulnerability than African and Mari>me tropical forests.



Plotting all fluxes into a single plot allows seeing 
the relative lags between carbon emissions and 
feedbacks.



Propor%onality of warming to cumula%ve 
emissions roughly holds, under both scenarios, 
with some excep%ons.



Overshoot asymmetry consistent with 100-
year Zero Emissions Commitment (ZEC100)

ZEC100 values from MacDougall et al., 2020 (https://doi.org/10.5194/bg-17-2987-2020); IPSL-CM6A-LR not included in ZECMIP

Figure made just this morning so 
not in revised manuscript

https://doi.org/10.5194/bg-17-2987-2020


23rd-century warming in CESM2 under SSP5-3.4-
overshoot concentrated in northern hemisphere, 
consistent with driving by AMOC recovery



Zonal-mean temperature changes show expected pa5erns of 
polar amplifica9on, and also shows signature of 22nd-century 
northern mid-high la9tude cooling in CESM2



Conclusions
• Carbon cycle responses in both long-term scenarios include reversals of global sink to source 

in land and/or ocean, for very different reasons
• Land may become source under both net-negative and long-term very-high emissions, whereas ocean 

only become transient source under strong net-negative emissions
• Wide model disagreements in land sink are particularly strong under high emissions 

scenarios, model disagree on timing, location, strength, and veg/soil partitioning.  
Somewhat better agreement in overshoot scenario

• Ocean models agree much more on patterns, but ensemble spread still diverges after 2100
• Overall the proportionality of warming to cumulative emissions still generally holds under 

both scenarios
• Asymmetry under overshoot largely consistent with ZEC
• Long-term divergence from proportionality to warming can be seen in both scenarios 

though, e.g. due to AMOC recovery in CESM2 under overshoot, or lagged warming in 
CanESM5 under very-high-emissions
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